
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Whether you prefer a pint over a Pinot, or corks rather than cans, this dual 
temperature zone center has room for both. The French door design makes 
each side equally accessible, and you will never have to sacrifice any 
beverage selection again.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.82"

Depth 65cm 25.59"

Height 87cm 34.4"

Capacity

Volume 133 litres 4.7 cu.ft.

Can Capacity (355mL) 61

Bottle Capacity (750mL) 21

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 39 °F High: 64 °F

WARRANTY

The Silhouette Professional DBC047D3BSSPR model comes with a 24-
month in-home warranty on parts
and labour. Installation and yearly maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are 
not covered under the
warranty.

LORRAINE
24” French door beverage center. - DBC047D3BSSPR

PRODUCT FEATURES

Cutting-Edge Temperature Management System
Superior fan-forced cooling removes the risks of inner climate fluctuations 
and inconsistencies, while the advanced airflow system efficiently 
dissipates heat to considerably improve the longevity of the cooling system.

Keep In the Cool
Low E-Glass seals in the cold in a way that’s similar to a thermostat lining. 
The extremely thin layers of safe and low emissivity materials used in this 
unit reflect interior temperatures back inside, keeping your drinks properly 
chilled and protected.

Non-Existent Interference Issues
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated 
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighboring cabinets. Surrounding 
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to these ingenious 
door joints.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com
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